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ELKO REFLECTIONS
by Joan Young

What an amazing experience it is to attend an
OCTA national convention. Such varied activities,
requiring early morning rises, quick breakfasts, then
lectures, workshops, bus tours, chapter meetings,
silent raffles, lucrative auction, skits, music, a
Chautauqua, music, great food, the renewal of old
friendships, and the addition of new ones--all on the
theme of emigrant trail preservation and
protection—and, seeing the elephant.
By the end of the four-day conference we were
impressed with our newly-gained knowledge and
perspective from John Winner's pre-conference
auto tour, beginning in southern Idaho. What we
learned during that Fort Hall Road to Wells tour
was confirmed,enhanced and strengthened by
activities later at the convention. Prior to
the conference, nine cars traveled alongside and/or
intersected the California trail as a dusty caravan
with John and Suzie in the
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Chapter Spring Symposium – (tentative)
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OCTA Board Meeting & Symposia – March
24 – 27. Cedar City, UT
Trails West Annual Meeting & Banquet –
April 2. Sands Hotel, Reno, NV
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lead. They shared historical information via CB as
we traversed the historic back roads past such
monuments as City of Rocks, Record Bluff and an
emigrant post office. Jim Alison was "tail-end
Charlie," making sure no one got lost. We often
made stops at significant geologic features, Trails
West markers and Carsonites along the Trail. By
the end of that tour, having camped in our tent (the
majority of travelers slept in their 4WD campers) for
two nights Dick and I agreed we could NOT be
tough, strong-charactered people of the caliber of
the 1840-50's emigrants traveling months on end-perhaps if we had been in our 20's, but certainly not
now in our 70's, softened by the comparatively
luxurious lifestyle of the 21st century.
The all-pervasive dust, brilliant August sun, the
surprise bed time lightning show and tent-lifting
wind probably duplicated what "they" experienced,
not for just a few days as we did, but for months
across the miles from the Missouri River to
California and Oregon. We followed those historic
trails in our air conditioned cars, eating fresh fruits
and tasty foods from our ice chests --with Dutch
oven meatloaf and peach cobbler, and wine for
dinner--a far cry from the dried staples the
emigrants ate until they and their animals ran out of
supplies. Our ancestors would leave camp each
day in the pre-dawn, perhaps having slept under
their wagons, or in the unprotected open if they had
to abandon their dying animals and thus their
wagons also. Early departures assured they would
avoid travel in the heat of the day, during which
time they "nooned" to hunt for food, catch up with
cooking, and allow their stock to feed and rest.
John demonstrated the importance of good
leadership. Without strong leadership, emigrant
parties fell apart, often dispersing to travel alone or

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 5)
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FROM THE DESK OF JOHN WINNER….

CA-NV Board of Directors and
Officers:

Greetings! This is my first opportunity to
share with you some thoughts as your new chapter
president. First and foremost is to recognize now
past president Bob Evanhoe for his tenure as
Chapter president, a dedicated individual and an
outstanding job. Bob, as past president, is still on the
Board and no doubt will be an asset with his
corporate knowledge.Thanks, Bob.
Recent Chapter elections kept Dave
Hollecker on the Board for another term and brought
newly elected Michael Trueblood to the Board.
Welcome!
Well, if you didn’t get to the Chaptersponsored OCTA national convention in Elko,
Nevada, you missed a dandy. Registration
exceeded expectations, and by all accounts, it was a
huge success. Special thanks to chair Jan Petersen,
the entire convention committee and all of the
volunteers for their tireless efforts for a job well done.
Hosting a national convention consumes a great deal
of time and energy--a unique experience at best--but
now that it is behind us, it’s time to concentrate on
some of the other goals and objectives and the
mission of OCTA; TRAIL PRESERVATION.
Knowledge of emigrant trail locations is a
key factor for trail preservation. Last year the CA-NV
Chapter Board endorsed a program entitled “ADOPT
A TRAIL.” The concept of this program began with
an update of the trail status inventory of the various
emigrant trails in the northern portion of Nevada and
the northern and central area of California.
There are roughly 25 known emigrant trails
located in this area; in fact, if you look at the National
Park Service brochure California Trail , it looks like
an octopus with all of its tentacles as the California
Trail reaches the Truckee Meadows and then into
California. The trail status inventory included a list of
the 25 emigrant trails and trail segments, and then
attempted to inventory such items as: Are they
currently mapped in accordance with MET. (Mapping
Emigrant Trails) standards?
If a trail or trail segment is mapped, where
are the maps? Who has access to them? Who or
what was the source of the map or mapping project?
Is there a current or ongoing monitoring program for
the trail or trail segment?
(NEXT PAGE)

John Winner, President
swinner@dataentree.com
Dave Hollecker, Vice President
mtgrizz@aol.com
Zeke Sicotte, Treasurer
zsicotte@aol.com
Leslie Fryman, Preservation
catrail44@gmail.com
Carol March, Secretary
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Additional Directors:
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Dick Young
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Publications:
Trail Talk Editorial Board:
Dave Hollecker
Bob Evanhoe
Email: canvocta@gmail
Website: www.canvocta.org
Dee Owens, Editor
Adam Welch, Webmaster
E-News: the CA-NV Chapter offers rapid
communication of announcements and
chapter news via private email, through
Google groups. If you would like to be
included in this group, email Mary Ann
Tortorich: Annamae1846@gmail.com
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Carson Emigrant Trail Outing
Hope Valley

. . . JOHN’S DESK
Are the trails or trail segments marked with
some type of signage, e.g., rail markers, Carsonite
markers, plaques, etc.? What publications or guides
are available?
Although a tremendous amount of work has
been accomplished through the years, identifying,
mapping, marking and writing about emigrant trails,
there’s no shortage of work still to be accomplished.
Assuming that all of the emigrant trails were
mapped, which by no means is the case, ongoing
monitoring of trail status, condition and preservation
would be a lifetime of trail activity.
So what is the “ADOPT A TRAIL” program?
It’s a Chapter effort to engage individuals or teams
who have an interest in emigrant trails, to become
involved in trail preservation through trail research,
trail mapping, trail marking, trail monitoring, etc.
Think about it! More to come……..
Just a note to keep you up to date on some
of the Chapter activities that members are or have
participated in since the Elko convention: Verifying
the Johnson Cut-off Trail Location PIT (Passport in
Time) Project; 2010 Search for the Historic CarsonMormon Trail PIT Project; Hawley Grade-Luther
Pass Hike; Annual Fernley Swales Cleanup;
Johnson’s Cut-off monthly mapping project; Grizzly
Flat Trail Mapping Project.
Again, it was great to see a lot of Chapter
support at the Elko convention. If you have some
thoughts on Chapter activities or programs, give us
your comments; we’d like to hear from you.
John Winner, President, CA-NV Chapter, OCTA

by Dee Owens

The annual Carson Emigrant Trail Clean Up Outing, led
by Frank Tortorich, was held July 26th and 27th, 2010.
The group met at Pickett’s Junction and divided into two
crews for the morning work.
One crew started clearing brush on a Class I section of
trail paralleling Highway 88 in Hope Valley and another
headed down Carson Canyon to work on the trail near
Snowshoe Thompson’s Cave. A gigantic pine, which was
surely standing when the pioneers passed, lost a huge
branch, completely blocking the trail.
Jim Allison, Dave and Donna Newberry, my husband
Glen, and I were on the Carson Canyon crew. Snowshoe
Thompson’s cave is on the Carson Mormon Trail maybe

HEY!
We have a new email
address.
For Trail Talk submissions,
Inquiries or Membership
questions, contact us at:
CANVOCTA@GMAIL.COM
Also visit our Chapter web site at:

a quarter mile up the hill from the highway.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 4)
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John A. Thompson, later to be known as Snowshoe
Thompson, saw the ad, “People Lost to the World;
Uncle Sam Needs a Mail Carrier.” in the Sacramento
Union in late 1855 and applied for the job. To make his
90-mile mail delivery during the winter months in
blizzards and over the Sierra snow pack, he used
homemade 10-foot long, 25 pound oak skis.
Between 1856 and 1876, he delivered mail between
Placerville, California and Genoa, Nevada and later
Virginia City, Nevada. His mail run took 3 days from
Placerville to Mormon Station (Genoa) and two days on
the return trip. Thompson always wore a Mackinaw
jacket, a wide rimmed hat, and covered his face in
charcoal to prevent snow blindness. He carried no
blankets, but he did carry matches to start fires, and his
bible. He snacked on dried sausage, jerked beef,
crackers, and biscuits.
When winter weather prevented him continuing on, he
would take shelter in caves formed by overhanging
boulders. Local legend says that this “cave” alongside
the Carson Mormon Trail, was one used by Thompson on
his winter mail runs. (snowshoethompson.org)

We hauled three chain saws and equipment up the trail
from the highway. Jim strapped on a heavy water bag
fire extinguisher just in case of sparks. It looked as if an
entire tree fell across the trail. The branch was so big.
Glen and Dave began cutting off branches so they could
attack the tree-sized limb while Jim and Donna carted off
smaller branches.
At first glance I thought this would be an all day job but
Glen and Dave knew what they were doing. Jim moved
the huge sections they cut and rolled them downhill off
the trail, while Donna and I removed the smaller
branches. Actually, Donna did most of the work as I was

taking pictures of the process. We finished up just before
lunch and met up with the others.
After lunch we joined the “grubbers” clearing brush from

the trail near Highway 88. The sagebrush was trying to
takeover and wipe out the trail. Using shovels, saws, and
pruning shears the Wedge Warriors once again made the
trail route visible. This section was marked years ago by
the Silver Creek Campers Association. Their white signs
have been there so long the trees have partially grown
over them.

Part of the afternoon was spent on a tour of other
segments of the trail including a meadow
crossing and a rocky upslope where the trail began to
leave Hope Valley.
Later Joan and Dick Young hosted a potluck dinner at
their home in Christmas Valley. The weather was perfect
for an outdoor summer evening get together and the food
was great.
The next morning the group went out to look at Big Tree
Road. Good trail traces, rust rocks and two old rock
bridge abutments were seen. The fords on the Carson
(CONTINUED PAGE 5)
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. . . REFLECTIONS

River in Hope Valley and Faith Valley near the bridge
abutments were also still visible. Our outing ended at
noon with plans in the works for next year. ~ (Dee
Owens lives in Placerville, CA with husband Glen).

with new groups. Strife, banishment and even
death were often the result. We lost no travelers
along the way!
We chose Lamoille Canyon for our first bus tour.
It was a welcome contrast from our travels so far
through high desert, to enter this sanctuary of Alpslike granite scenery in the high altitude Ruby
Mountains. It is spectacular country--rising to
8,000-10,000' elevation out of Nevada's desert-which features lakes and hiking trails to please and
surprise those who enter.
On Saturday our bus took us north of Wells and
to the emigrant trails east of the Ruby Mountains in
Ruby Valley. This tour was led by Steve, an
employee of BLM in Elko. Steve had attended
many bus tours himself as a passenger and
understood the plight of fellow travelers. He treated
us well while sharing his knowledge of the area and
provided well-timed potty stops, plenty of water to
slake our thirst, and an adequate bag lunch
prepared at the convention center. The previous
evening we had attended a Chautauqua performed
by an actor portraying John Sparks, Nevada’s
governor from 1903 until 1908.
We had viewed the Wine Cup Ranch on the preconference tour. The ranch had been owned in
later years by Jimmy Stewart and others, but prior
to that, John Sparks owned northeastern Nevada,
including the Wine Cup Ranch. Most notable on
this tour was Steve's frequent chatter of, as he
called it, "useless bits of information." He attributed
his wonderful cache of historic tidbits to "the Don
Bucks of OCTA.” Except for a lack of geology
"factoids," a thorough knowledge of his local
countryside was varied, interesting and appreciated
by us travelers.
Viewing Hastings Cutoff visually and on a map
brought to reality the disastrous trail and trials
shared by the unsuspecting travelers--best known
was the Donner Party disaster. Seeing was
believing, and that is the value in the combined
efforts of conference speakers, Power-Point visuals
and tours scheduled throughout the week.
On bus tours we frequently disembarked to view
traces of trails and swales (some were Class I,
undisturbed by modern tire tracks), and to survey
the spacious, mostly desolate sagebrush-covered
scenery and mountain passes that would lead the
emigrants west. The Trails West rail markers and
tall, slender white Carsonites (so named because
(NEXT PAGE)
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they were made in Carson City) authentically mark
the emigrant trails, thanks to the many volunteers,
including our CA-NV Chapter's John Winner and
Jim Alison and uncounted others from OCTA.
During their years of research and travel on back
roads, OCTA and Trails West members have
hauled Carsonite drivers (pounders) and steel rail
markers to off-road sites, worked in hot sun, wind,
and inclement weather to guide the way for others.
Anyone with a thirst for pioneer knowledge is now
able to travel the trails independently, as the
emigrants did, in modern 4 wheel-drive
conveyances.
During our visit to the fine little museum in Wells,
we could study close-up a typical farm wagon
turned by its owner into overland transport, and
marvel at the narrow dimensions within. When CANV members Mary Ann and Frank Tortorich
portrayed the couple "Anna Mae and Sylvester"
discussing their check list of supplies for the trip to
California or Oregon, I couldn't imagine how those
bags of beans, flour, sugar, as well as water, tools,
bedding, and cook pots could fit in there. No

wonder the piano, the spinning wheel, and other
prized possessions often had to be dumped when
the wagon or their animals broke down.
Hollywood has misinformed movie viewers by
showing a family riding when they walked much of
the rough terrain from the Missouri River to Oregon
and California. Women carried their babies,
wearing shoes without arch supports!! Surely
they were sunburned, straggly-haired and haggard
at the end of the trip, not pert and pretty as the
movie stars have portrayed.
The convention is over. We have had the
opportunity to "view the Elephant." Through these
activities and education, we continue to protect and
enjoy the historic trails and to prevent the
viewsheds from visual impairment as future energy
needs threaten. Will we see you at the next
convention in Rock Springs, Wyoming in August
2011? We hope so. ~ (Joan lives in South Lake
Tahoe, CA with her husband, chapter board
member, Dick Young).

VISUALLY, ELKO . . . (Elko Photos by
Dave Hollecker)
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AND THERE WERE AWARDS . . .

(MORE ELKO PHOTOS ON PAGE 11)
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What’s Happening Up North?
PIT Projects in the Lassen and Klamath National Forests
by Dee Owens
This past spring and summer sections of the Nobles Emigrant Road, Fort Crook Military /Lockhart Wagon Road, and the
Yreka Trail were verified and classified through three PIT projects in the Lassen
and Klamath National Forests.
In May, Brenda Reed, Lassen National Forest, Hat Creek District
Archaeologist, directed Wagon Trails II, a PIT project at the Forest Service Office
in Fall River Mills, analyzing the artifacts found during the 2009 Pit Project on the
cutoff between the Nobles Emigrant Road and the Fort Crook Military Road, also
known as the Lockhart Wagon Road. Verifying the route was necessary since
loggingfor a fuel break was planned near the general route of the trail. Putting all
the roads in the area into perspective was another goal of the project. Richard
and Orsola Silva and Stafford Hazelett completed preliminary work in this area
during a two-year study.
The fieldwork allows us to record information about any artifacts not collected
and to gather field information about all the artifacts (such as the location, which
is important for understanding what happened as people traveled particular segments of the trail), while lab work allows for
more in-depth analysis. The artifact analysis of the 2009 artifacts included numerous ox, mule, and horse shoes, wagon
related parts, hand forged and cut nails, a coffee grinder, a large cooking pot in many pieces, and a flowered metal button
from a lady’s garment. In the field, when an artifact is found it is photographed and a comprehensive artifact feature form is
completed. A description of the artifact, measurements, and a drawing is included, as well as cultural, environmental and
geological resources, GPS coordinates, map datum, the township, range, and section and the crew who found it. The
artifact feature form also indicates if the artifact was collected. Research during the artifact analysis identified and dated the
artifacts. Then the artifact feature form, completed in the field, along with a picture, was entered in the computer. As a
participant in the discovery of the artifacts during the 2009 PIT project, it was fun to reexamine them and learn more about
their function and age.
After three days of working indoors we had the opportunity to spend a day in the field. After trying unsuccessfully to
access the trail segment proposed for the 2010 fieldwork due to
lingering snow, Richard Silva led us to a section of the Lockhart branch
of the Nobles Wagon Road opened in 1855. This area was burned in
2009 and without the undergrowth we could clearly see the trail. Laying
right on the surface my husband, Glen, found what Richard described
as, “one of the best artifacts I’ve ever seen.” It was a rough lock, a kind
of brake that would keep the back wheels from turning so the wagon
was literally dragged down the hill.
In this PIT project, working on the analysis and cataloguing showed me what happened to the artifacts collected in the
field the previous summer. This artifact analysis project confirmed the connector between the Old Nobles Pass road and
the Military road.
The snow finally melted and in July, Wagon Trails III, led again by Brenda Reed and
Richard and Orsola Silva, took place in the Lassen National Forest. We worked on another
section of the Nobles Emigrant Road and Fort Crook Military /Lockhart Wagon Road. We
found mule shoes, many of which could have been military issue. We always like to find ox
shoes when working on an emigrant trail PIT project, although they are usually few and far
between. However on this trail, both in 2009 and 2010, there were many, including handforged shoes. Numerous cut nails and shoe nails, as well as wagon hardware, were also
found along the route. These artifacts verified the emigrant, military and stage use of this
portion of the trail. (CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE)
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In 1854, General Land Office surveyor, C. C. Tracy, gives a description
of the segments we worked on.
"At the point last mentioned I found it impossible to continue my lines
regularly in any direction, but was prevented by the high mountain
range near Lawson Butte. I therefore commenced a traverse from this
point following very nearly the course of a newly projected road
leading from Fort Reading to Yreka ….. This route is nearly that of the
old Noble Trail……

.
This past June, Jeanne Goetz, archaeologist on the Goosenest District of the Klamath National Forest, with the help of
retired archaeologist John Hitchcock and Richard and Orsola Silva, led year four of the Yreka Trail PIT Project. The 2009
PIT project focused on Jump Off Joe, the ford of Butte Creek, and Little Lake (Orr Lake). All are known landmarks that date
back to 1851 before the mapping done by US topographical engineer, Lieut. R. S. Williamson. The location of the 1854 ford
of Butte Creek was mapped as an OCTA project many years ago. Locating the ford of the original 1852 Yreka Trail became
a goal for the 2010 PIT project. Using the General Land Office field notes, Williamson’s maps, and a survey of Butte Valley
done in 1864 by A.M. Jones, Richard Silva felt that after searching for 18 years he had found the location of the 1852 Yreka
trail ford of Butte Creek. It was our job to verify his findings.
The ford at Butte Creek would have been a logical camping spot on the trail since it was eighteen miles beyond the oftenmentioned camp at Willow Springs over a rocky road. Working on the northeast side of the creek we found an area with
many lead rifle balls and bits of lead that looked like someone made rifle balls at the site. We also found other artifacts
indicating a campsite such as a coffee mill, forks, knives and other wagon related hardware. Later in the week, we focused
on the southwest side of the ford and on toward Orr Lake. This side of the creek also seemed like a good camping spot
with lots of grass for the stock. Digging through grass isn’t easy and as I cut through the turf and pulled out roots, about
five inches down I hit rusty metal. I knew right away it was
bigger than a cut nail and was hoping for an ox shoe. I
couldn’t believe my eyes when I pulled it out and held a small
gun in my hands. It was a Stevens Pistol, a single shot 22
target pistol, not of emigrant vintage, but still exciting. In this
same area Ed Bagne found an 1862 quarter.
Although our work was on Forest Service lands, Richard and
Orsola Silva have also worked with the ranchers in the area.
They have been very cooperative and interested in finding the
trail across their lands so they can protect it. This PIT project
proved segments of the 1852 Yreka trail and although
segments have been lost to logging it can now be mapped and
classified so it will be protected in the future. ~

FOR MEMBERSHIP, INQUIRIES OR TRAIL TALK SUBMISSIONS
Contact the Chapter at: CA-NV OCTA Chapter, P.O. Box 1521, Yreka, CA 96097

or Email: canvocta@gmail.com
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NOTES & REMINDERS . . .

CHAPTER ROSTER & BYLAWS
The CA-NV Chapter is planning to print
out a membership roster and the
Chapter bylaws for members to have for
their use.
All paid-up members will appear in the
roster with name, address and email.
If you do not want your address and/or
email address in the roster, please
notify the Chapter at:

canvocta@gmail.com
or
CA-NV OCTA Chapter, P.O. Box 1521,
Yreka, CA 96097
Leslie Fryman has stepped down
from her duties on the Editorial Board
of TRAIL TALK due to increasing
work serving as National’s and the
Chapter’s Preservation Officer plus,
earning a living. We will miss Leslie’s
work and input on the Editorial Board.
Leslie is shown standing next to
her new ‘truck’ which she will use to
do her trail preservation work.
Leslie was overheard saying she
can ‘now go where the wagons went’.
BEST OF LUCK, LESLIE . . .

TRAIL TALK POSITION AVAILABLE
Some newsletter experience necessary or willing to
learn – need to know or have worked with
Office Word 2007 and use a PC.
Duties will include putting some issues together
and getting submitted articles ready for insertion into
TRAIL TALK
Other work might include preparing ads and flyers for
Chapter events.

2011 SPRING SYMPOSIUM
Quincy, CA is the proposed location of next year’s symposium. Shortly, several board
members will seek arrangements in Quincy for the symposium scheduled for April 29 –
May 1. Trail talk will have the registration materials for the symposium in the spring issue.
Watch the Chapter web site for the latest information on the symposium at: canvocta.org.
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CHANGES IN CHAPTER DUES STRUCTURE
One Person Membership…………... (Individual) $10
Two or More Person Membership…… (Family) $15
Sustaining Membership……………………………… $35
Family Memberships can Receive Two Ballots
Sustaining Memberships can Receive Two Ballots

To receive two ballots, two names must be listed in the application.
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TRAIL TALK IS PUBLISHED
THREE TIMES A YEAR.
DEADLINES FOR ARTICLES AND
NOTICES ARE:
FEBRUARY 1, 2011
MAY 15, 2011
SEPTEMBER 15, 2011
SUBMISSIONS:

canvocta@gmail.com

